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Abstract: Recommender systems suggest items of interest to users based on their preferences. These
preferences are typically generated from user ratings of the items. If there are no ratings for a certain
user or item, it is said that there is a cold start problem, which leads to unreliable recommendations.
Existing studies that reviewed and examined cold start in recommender systems have not explained
the process of deriving and obtaining the auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation.
This study surveys the existing literature in order to explain the various approaches and techniques
employed by researchers and the challenges associated with deriving and obtaining the auxiliary
information necessary for cold start recommendation. Results show that auxiliary information for
cold start recommendation is obtained by adapting traditional filtering and matrix factorization
algorithms typically with machine learning algorithms to build learning prediction models. The
understanding of similar or connected user profiles can be used as auxiliary information for building
cold start user profile to enable similar recommendations in social networks. Similar users are
clustered into sub-groups so that a cold start user could be allocated and inferred to a sub-group
having similar profiles for recommendations. The key challenges of the process for obtaining the
auxiliary information involve: (1) two separate recommendation processes of conversion from pure
cold start to warm start before eliciting the auxiliary information; (2) the obtained implicit auxiliary
information is usually ranked and sieved in order to select the top rated and reliable auxiliary
information for the recommendation. This study also found that cold start user recommendation
has frequently been researched in the entertainment domain, typically using music and movie data,
while little research has been carried out in educational institutions and academia, or with cold start
for mobile applications.
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1. Introduction
Recommender systems in large numbers are in operation today. These systems are
based on diverse techniques, approaches, and are used to provide recommendations in
various disciplines and application domains. The development of these recommender
systems, as well as their improvement for various domains and purposes has given rise to
an active area of scientific research [1]. This development and evolvement of recommender
systems is based on the continuing evolution of artificial intelligence, information retrieval,
machine learning, statistical methods, data mining, etc. [2]. Recommender systems are
highly successful on e-commerce web sites capable of recommending the products that
customers would probably like.
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Recommender systems are software tools that recommend users to items or items of
interest to users based on their preferences [3]. These systems used either implicit or explicit
data/information to determine users’ preferences. Explicit information involves data
collection from surveys or questionnaire to understand users’ preferences, while implicit
information retrieval is basically an indirect method which involves culling information
from online platforms such as purchasing history, demographics, likes and other traces of
users’ online activity. Recommender systems have boosted the existence and success of
several application domains such as e-commerce, online entertainment, tourism industry,
etc., in which customers are recommended and become more attractive to these products
or materials due to the accuracy of recommendation offered by these software systems.
Recommender systems use algorithms; these algorithms are typically based on filtering strategies that utilize the available information about items or users to provide
recommendations. Content based and collaborative filtering are the two most commonly
used filtering strategies [3]. Content based is based on the analogy that if a user prefers an
item, then the user would most likely prefer similar items of similar characteristics. There
are two main collaborative filtering approaches: latent factor model and neighborhoodbased approaches [4,5]. The neighborhood-based approach is based on recommending
items to a group of users sharing similar characteristics with the notion that users having
similar characteristics would most likely have similar preferences. In this approach, a
product or item is selected for recommendation if one neighborhood member is determined
for a user and an item liked by the neighbors is selected for recommendation. On the
other hand, the latent factor model-based approach attempts to determine factors that help
in understanding users’ psychology and personalities to determine the suitable item for
recommendation. Both these filtering strategies train models based on prior information
which are used for the item recommendation usually in the form of a ratings matrix which
contains the ratings given by different users to various items. Moreover, collaborative filtering exhibit better performance and ease of use compared to content-based filtering [3–6].
Although, combining both content-based and collaborative strategies as a hybrid form have
been a promising approach in affording the strengths of both filtering strategies [3,7,8].
When a new user interacts with a recommender system or a new item is added to the
repository of a recommender system, the system faces a challenge in giving recommendations due to the unavailability of prior information about the user or the item; this problem
is called cold start problem [9–11] in recommender systems. There are two main types of
cold start problems in recommender systems: new user cold start problem and new item
cold start problem. In the new user cold start problem, the recommender system faces
a problem in offering recommendations when the new user is introduced to the system
as it has no prior information about the user. In the new item cold start problem, the
recommender system has no ratings for a newly added item, so it faces difficulty in recommending the right item for a user, or the right user for a particular item. Between these two
types of cold start problems, the new user cold start problem has been more widely studied
due to the challenge of accurately recommending an item to a new user [9,12]. Similarly,
there are also two types of cold start problem in terms of data sparsity: Pure cold start, and
warm start. Pure cold start or cold start refers to a situation in which there are no available
ratings or past information about a user or item, while warm start refers to a situation
whereby the available ratings, information or preference is sparse and is insufficient or
could not be used to provide recommendation. However, researchers have used several
terminologies such as “complete cold start” or “pure cold start” to indicate the complete
absence of ratings; or the use of “incomplete cold start” or “warm start” to indicate the
existence of very little information or preference for recommendation (typically rating by a
single user).
Over the years, researchers in various domains have leverage the use of implicit
data in addressing new user cold start problems. Researchers have devised the use elicit
implicit data from various sources such as social network streams like Twitter, Facebook,
background information, etc., to provide new user with better recommendations. One of
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the most common approaches to mitigate cold start for user is by adapting or coupling the
traditional collaborative filtering techniques with other techniques most notably machine
learning algorithms. Although there have been influential studies that reviewed and
studied cold start problems in recommender systems, these studies have a limited scope
in explaining the state of recommending items to new user in the recommender system
domains. For example, the study of [13] explains and reviews the literature on the use
of social network data to mitigate cold start problem. The comparative study of [14]
categories cold start literature based on the use of additional data sources; selection of the
most prominent groups of analogous users; and enhancement of prediction using hybrid
methods; the study of [15] reviews sparsity issues in recommender systems.
In addition, other key influential studies in recommender systems such as [16] have
only focused on reviewing cross domain recommendation by identifying the most widely
used cross-domain recommender systems building block definitions, algorithms adopted,
challenges, common features between them. In addition, due to the significant attention
and popularity of deep learning in several research fields for its effectiveness in information
retrieval, recommender systems researchers and practitioners have progressively adopted
deep learning approaches in recommending suitable items to users. For instance, the study
of [17] reviews recent research efforts on deep learning-based recommender systems.
Despite complementary or auxiliary information being the integral information
needed for a cold start recommendation, recommender system literature lacks a detailed
explanation of the process of reaching and obtaining such auxiliary information typically by
integrating or coupling various filtering strategies with supporting machine learning and
other algorithmic approaches. This study is entirely different from previous related studies
as it focuses on explaining and providing an insight into the detailed process of reaching
and extracting the auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation. This study
also aims to explain the various approaches and techniques employed by researchers in
offering recommendations to cold start users, using various algorithms and techniques;
the various application domains for cold start recommendation and identifying areas for
future research.
Arguably, one of the key functions and benefits of review studies is to highlight and
enable researchers with a clear understanding of the research activities in a particular
domain; and to guide them in pursuing relevant studies in a preferential manner. This
reduces overlapping, distortion and makes research a lot easier. Therefore, this study
contributes to the cold start recommender system as well as the recommender system as a
whole in guiding researchers the way forward and to better understand the type and how
cold start is mitigated. Other key contributions of this study are as follows:

•
•
•

•

•

This study offers a novel explanation and insight into the detailed process of reaching
and extracting the auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation.
This study categorizes and presents a taxonomy of the approaches used for eliciting
auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation.
This study shows and identifies several challenges associated with eliciting auxiliary
information for a cold start recommendation. One of the most noticeable challenges
from the results is that deriving the auxiliary side information usually involves two
distinct processes.
This study illustrates the three (3) main processes or strategies used in obtaining auxiliary information by adapting traditional filtering and matrix factorization algorithms,
typically with machine learning algorithms to build learning prediction models. The
understanding of similar or connected user profiles can be used as auxiliary information for building cold start user profile to enable similar recommendation in social
networks. Similar users are clustered into sub-groups so that a cold start user could
be allocated and inferred to a sub-group having similar profiles for recommendations.
This study presents the bigger picture of research productivity and outcomes in cold
start recommender systems. This study identified the need of key areas that cold
start recommendation research is yet weak especially with the use of deep learning
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approaches, so that researchers and recommender system practitioners could further
understand the technicality of recommendation to a new user and serve as motivation
in pursuing further investigations.
2. Methodology
2.1. Literature Search
The main goal of this study is to understand how researchers elicit and obtain the
auxiliary information used for cold start recommendations. Due to the limitations associated with the traditional filtering strategies for example, researchers have adapted these
approaches to attain auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation. As
such, we need to understand how these traditional filtering strategies such as collaborative
filtering are modified, adapted to elicit cold start user preferences and recommendation in
various application domains. We also need to understand other approaches, techniques
or algorithms that researchers have used in mitigating cold start recommendation apart
from the commonly used collaborative filtering techniques. We also need to understand
the challenges associated with obtaining the auxiliary information for cold start. Finally,
we also intend to identify the limitations of the cold start sub-domain in recommender
systems and suggest future research direction.
In order to achieve these goals, we explore the existing literature from various electronic databases, we first identified the databases containing recommender systems literature which include (ACM Digital Library, Science Direct, Springerlink, IEEEXplore, Web
of Science (WoS) and Google scholar portal) for extracting these studies. We formed a
combination of keywords inspired by the studies of [13,18] using any of the combination
of “cold start” and “recommendation”, “recommender systems”, and carefully keyed
in into each of the databases to retrieve the relevant literature. The database selections
and keyword formation are inspired by influential recommender systems studies such
as (see [13,18]). We carefully checked and examined the title and abstract of each of the
extracted studies to make sure that each study has a well-defined methodology and have
proposed and evaluated an approach that mitigates user cold start problems in recommender systems. We have only considered peer reviewed indexed studies published in
recognized publication outlets so as to ensure the quality of our studies, as well as ensuring
that the recommendation process uses implicit data. Figure 1 below is the publication trend
from the last seven (7) years from (January 2014 to December 2020). We decided on the last
seven years inspired from similar recommender system studies of [13,18].

Figure 1. Publication trend.

However, this work is not limited to the 50 selected papers we have extracted. The
literature extracted from the bases for building our foundation, arguments, interpretations,
reasoning and conclusions. Therefore, we have cited numerous empirical and review
papers in recommender systems domain as well as other domains based on relevance
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and applicability to provide basis for our findings, suggestion and concise explanations.
We carefully read through all the selected papers to understand the approaches adopted
in mitigating user cold start problem. We also looked closely and understand the type
of implicit auxiliary data/information used and how this auxiliary data is derived and
incorporated into the recommendation process. We also identified and understand the
challenges associated with cold recommendation.
2.2. Categorization
The obtained studies/results were carefully grouped and categorized into categorical
themes. We noticed that these studies can be categorized into four (4) main themes with
each having sub-categories. The two popular mainstream approaches—model-based
approaches and memory-based approaches—were also categorized based on studies that
elicit auxiliary information by building a social network user profile; we also categorized
other studies as “others” which used unfamiliar approaches.
3. Results
There are two mainstream approaches to recommender systems, namely model-based
approach and memory-based approach.
3.1. Adapting Model Based Approaches
Model based recommendation involves building a model based on the dataset of
ratings, in which information from dataset is extracted and used as a model for making
recommendations. Model based recommendation approaches have been adapted for
cold start recommendations through the use of machine learning and other non-machine
learning algorithms as categorized below:
3.1.1. Adapting Traditional Filtering Strategies
Collaborative filtering is a well-developed framework that utilizes the history of
different users to provide personalized recommendation. Over the years, collaborative
filtering model has been extensively studied and revised, and researchers have proposed
various enhancements and modification of the model to suit various recommendation
needs in varying application domains [19,20]. The main drawback of collaborative filtering
is the cold-start problem in providing accurate recommendation to new users because
traditional filtering strategies/techniques-collaborative filtering and content-based filtering
have limited scope in the cold start scenario due to lack of descriptive information about
the new user/item. One of the ways to use these traditional filtering strategies for cold
start scenario is to modify or adapt them to work on sparse data and pure cold start
situations. This adaptation usually involves coupling them with algorithms and other
strategies to work on cold start recommendation. Collaborative filtering algorithms are
combined with classification algorithms such as C4.5 and naive Bayes algorithm, for
finding a neighborhood for a new user [9]. The use of collaborative filtering for cold start
recommendation has been widely adopted in recent decades, for example, the study of [21]
built error reflected model and applying it to collaborative filtering recommendation for
cold start recommendation using user neighborhood and user similarity matrix. The study
of [22] proposed unique approach which is a weighted linear combination of simpler
similarity measures that is optimized using neural network machine learning algorithm.
a.

Coupling collaborative filtering with machine learning algorithms:

Mitigating the cold start problem ordinarily consider traditional factorization algorithms as the baseline model or the initial step in acquiring the additional auxiliary information to build the cold start recommendation. This is because traditional factorization
algorithms usually capture the fine-grained link or relationships between users or items,
then these links or models are coupled with various algorithms or approaches-machine
learning algorithms being the most popular, to find the neighbor of the items, users or links
in order to extract the implicit auxiliary information from the same network/domain or
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from an entirely different domain for cold start recommendation. From Table 1, coupling of
collaborative filtering with other approaches to infer auxiliary or side information which is
used for cold start user recommendation can be categorized into two main sub-categories.
Table 1. Adapting traditional filtering strategies.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

Coupling collaborative filtering with machine learning algorithms
1

[9]

Movielens (Movies)

Collaborative filtering algorithms combined
with naive bayes and C4.5 classification
algorithms

2

[23]

Movielens (Movies)

Model based collaborative filtering by a
context aware to elicit auxiliary data

3

[24]

Netflix, jetstar,
Movielens
(Movies)

User demographic information together
with collaborative filtering to address cold
start problem using a SCOAL (Simultaneous
co-clustering and learning) algorithm

4

[25]

Not stated

Adapting collaborative filtering using
explicit trusted user neighbor data

5

[26]

Netflix (Movies)

Collaborative filtering merged with
machine learning algorithms-deep learning
algorithm (deep neural network) SADE,
timeSVD++

6

[27]

Opinions

Collaborative filtering merged with
K-nearest neighbors

7

[28]

Collaborative filtering with word2vec
unsupervised machine learning algorithm
Coupling collaborative filtering with other approaches

1

[29]

Tancent Weibo
(Video)

Collaborative filtering merged with a
hybrid random walk (HRW) method

2

[30]

Tancent Weibo
(Video)

Collaborative filtering merged with a social
group-based algorithm

3

[31]

Ontological approach

Collaborative filtering adapted with an
ontological approach

4

[32]

WSDream
(Web services)

A collaborative filtering web service QoS
prediction approach that utilizes
geographical neighborhoods knowledge

One of the most effective approaches for obtaining and eliciting auxiliary information in recommender systems for cold start recommendation is to couple collaborative
filtering with machine learning algorithms. Researchers have used various supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised machine learning approaches coupled together with traditional collaborative filtering to obtain relatively reliable new user inference or preferences
which is used for the cold start recommendation. From Table 1, the study of [9] involves
modelling collaborative filtering algorithms with C4.5 and Naïve Bayes classification algorithms to find a neighborhood for a new user. First, the system trains the classification
model with the new users’ demographic information, which then classifies the new users
to demographics-based groups. The process involves adopting a mechanism that considers
users’ demographic data, based on the similarity techniques, the system then finds the
users’ auxiliary information for identifying their neighbors preferences which leads to cold
start recommendation. Neighborhood recommendation was built based on the idea that
users having similar characteristics and common backgrounds are more likely to have similar preferences. Hence, each cold start user is categorized to a group with members having
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similar characteristics, and accordingly the ratings from a cold start user group category is
used for inferring the new users cold start recommendation. One of the main strengths
of the study in relation to handling cold start situation is that it mitigates the new user
cold start problem effectively. The study also involves semantic similarity metrics in the
calculation process and does not depend on any complex calculations. Similarly, the study
of [24] leverage the use of user demographic information together with collaborative filtering to curl new user preferences implicitly so as to provide suitable recommendation using
an algorithm called SCOAL (simultaneous co-clustering and learning). First, users with
common interest are identified and grouped into sub-groups, then prediction models are
built simultaneously specifically for each sub-group. The second step involves identifying
which sub-group a new cold start user fits or should be allocated to base on the prediction
models generated by the SCOAL. In this case, the new user is offered recommendation
based on the data of the new user allocated group.
Researchers in recommender system domain have also devised the use of multiple
models approach to extract implicit auxiliary information for solving the problem of cold
start recommendation, since it is challenging to find useful information from a single
source. Integration is usually performed by allowing the models to train each other in
a “semi-supervised manner”, using an implemented “co-training algorithm”. The study
of [23] adopted a state-of-the-art model-based collaborative filtering algorithm by a contextaware approach to incorporate auxiliary information about both the users and items in
the recommendation system. Based on the context modelling data, multiple supervised
learning models are constructed to complement and train each other for offering a new
user suitable recommendation in recommender system. These models train each other and
new user information could be generated from the model training and used for cold start
recommendation. This significantly alleviates the cold start problem.
Over the past two decades, deep learning has received huge attention in various research domains [33–35]. Deep learning approaches have been applied in various capacities
due to its capability in solving many complex tasks while providing start-of-the-art results. The two arguably most popular deep learning architectures are convolutional neural
network CNN, which is a technique commonly used for image processing applications,
and recurrent neural network RNN are mostly used in recommender systems, text and
speech applications are the most popular deep learning methods currently in used. In [26],
collaborative filtering is merged with deep learning algorithm (deep neural network) in
forming a cold start recommendation. Deep learning machine learning approach are used
for obtaining content features from content descriptions. Here, the content features are
used as key components of the recommendation models which implicates the prediction of
the unknown rating and the training models for cold start recommendation.
The use of traditional collaborative filtering with trusted neighbors have been effective
in resolving data sparsity and cold start problems which the traditional collaborative
filtering suffer [25]. Specifically, from the study of [25], the implicit data for cold start
recommendation was generated through merging trusted neighbors to complement and
represent active users preferences based on the similar users that can be identified. The
approach involves the use of explicit user’s social trust information to specify other users
as trusted neighbors. The approach involves merging trusted neighbors’ ratings of an
active user according to the extent to which the trusted neighbors are similar to the active
user. The set of merged ratings is then used to represent the active user’s preferences as
auxiliary information used to adapt the traditional collaborative filtering for cold start
recommendation. One of the main strengths of the study was effectively complementing
user rating profiles based on the ratings of trusted neighbors-an effective trust-aware
recommender system. Although the recommendation generated is reliable, it only covers
the smallest portion of items, since only the ratings of the users who have a large number
of trusted neighbors and high rating correlations are possible to be predicted. Therefore,
for better recommendation, users have to provide explicit trust information for the merging
process which users may not be willing to reveal.
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Adapting traditional filtering strategies can also be applicable for cold start item
recommendation using unsupervised machine learning approaches such as the study
of [28] that proposed a content embedding based hybrid recommender model which
involve the combination and adaptation of traditional collaborative filtering together with
machine learning algorithms for item cold start recommendation. The study proposed HRSCE framework using Word2Vec for obtaining description of items using content embedding
methods. Word2vec is an unsupervised methodology for building word embeddings. It
uses a neural network model to learn word associations from a large corpus of text. The
word2vec algorithm once trained can detect synonymous words or suggest additional
words for a partial sentence. These suggestions and predictions are used as the auxiliary
information to offer recommendation to cold start users. This approach utilizes itemdetailed descriptions, as opposed to using meta-data such as tags, keywords; this helps in
capturing the deep semantics of item descriptions result in richer information about cold
start users and consequently more accurate predictions.
b.

Coupling Collaborative filtering with other algorithms:

Obtaining and eliciting auxiliary information used for cold start user does not only involve coupling collaborative with machine learning algorithms. Researchers have adopted
and developed various other algorithms to obtain additional user inferences and ratings
for user cold start recommendation. The study of [29] adapted collaborative filtering with
random walk-based algorithm modelled as hybrid-walk recommendation approach to infer
auxiliary information for cold start recommendation from a different domain—the cross
domain. A cross domain recommendation typically involves the transfer of knowledge
from a source domain to a target domain (transfer learning to bridge two domains by the
set of user nodes). Thus, [29] leverage the use of social ties as the fundamental bridge to
connect item domains in social networks that determine behavioral consistency and popularity factors for the cold start recommendation as the implicit link. The study successfully
transferred useful knowledge from a social network domain to a target domain which
offers recommendation for both data sparsity and pure cold start recommendation. Because
it involves more data from heterogenous domain that provide more auxiliary information
for cold start recommendation, it provides better and reliable cold start recommendation as
it also bridges cross-domain knowledge through social information. One of the main issues
with the random walk recommendation algorithm is that it must be tuned considering
information about the nature of the application.
The study of [31] adapted collaborative filtering using an ontological approach for
cold start recommendation. Ontology seeks the classification and explanation of entities.
Ontology looks at the things the data are about and uses them as the basis for the structure
of the data. This is achieved through the identification of key users within a social network.
The implicit auxiliary information involves structuring data of key users of a network in
an ontological way. The approach involves identification of users’ best entry points into
the network to explore its shared resource content. The study is based on an importance
measure which combines several aspects characterizing the individuals within the social
network. One of the shortcomings of this study is that it was not experimented in real
world social network such as Facebook or Twitter.
The study of [30] infer recommendation to cold start users by coupling social groupbased algorithm with traditional collaborative filtering to produce personalized video
recommendations in cold start. The approach is similar to [9,24] in which users in a social
network are grouped into friends based on their similarities, then a new user is inferred
or offered recommendation based on the group that the cold start user is best affiliated to.
The proposed algorithm was found to not only improves the click-through rate, but more
diverse videos are recommended. However, one of the main drawbacks associated with the
social group-based algorithm is that the collaborative filtering is not outperformed by the
social group-based algorithm in all cases. Generation of results is difficult for highly active
users by the social group-based algorithm since many videos in the group video candidate
pool have been viewed previously by the active users. In a pure cold start problem, the
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model leverage factor models in order to boost performance. Thus, it cannot perform well
in warm start but only in pure cold start.
The study of [32] proposed a collaborative filtering Web service QoS prediction approach which utilizes the knowledge of geographical neighborhoods for effectively mitigating data sparsity and cold-start user recommendation. The use of geographical information
as complementary information have led to the approach achieving completive prediction
accuracy. On the other hand, the approach is inapplicable on different scenarios unless the
method is extended. In addition, the prediction accuracy needs significant improvement
by considering the influences of contextual information.
3.1.2. Adapting Matrix Factorization Model
The use of matrix factorization has been one of the most common approaches for providing both user and item recommendations in recommender systems as well as mitigating
cold start issues recommendation in cold start situations. Matrix factorization is a family or
class of frequently used techniques in collaborative filtering. Users and items characteristics
are transformed by the matrix factorization into latent factor space and predicts the rating
of users concerning items by computing the similarity between the user’s interest and the
target item [36,37].
The adaptation of matrix factorization collaborative filtering technique has been
one of the main approaches used in addressing cold start problems in various domains.
Researchers have adapted or modified the matrix factorization to suit various application
domains and contexts.
Similarly, researchers have used matrix factorization in combination with other approaches or machine learning techniques/algorithms for recommending items to new
users. The use of matrix factorization has been a constant theme across for cold start
recommendation especially in e-commerce and entertainment (movies and music) domains.
Researchers have also provided recommendations for cold start users by leveraging cross
domain data. Cross-domain recommendation refers to the use of representations of users
and items in one domain to make recommendations in another domain [16]. These representations are considered the auxiliary information for the cold start recommendation.
Adapting matrix factorization approaches can be used for cross-domain recommendation
in such a way that aggregated information of user preferences from both domains are
combined, however matrix factorization approaches have mostly been used in knowledge
transfer and linkage approaches [38,39] for cross domain recommendation by leveraging
the relatively richer information such as ratings from the source domain for improving cold
start recommendation accuracy in the target domain. Therefore, cold start recommendation
accuracy highly depends on the mapping accuracy of the latent factors across the source
and target domains.
a.

Coupling Matrix Factorization with machine learning algorithms:

From Table 2, [40] tackled cold start recommendation through coupling matrix factorization with linear regression and regression tree supervised machine learning algorithms
to input the missing values into the rating matrix. The approach combines attribute selection, local learning and value aggregation into a single approach to solve the problem of
cold start recommendation. Attribute selection involves selecting a small relevant portion
of a data that can be sufficient for predicting the larger data. This reduces complexity by
removing irrelevant and redundant attributes from a training data. Local learning involves
models built only with the neighboring training data. The attribute value data is used
as the auxiliary information to transform pure cold start into warm start, then auxiliary
information is obtained using the Euclidean distance formula to complete the missing
values of the matrix from warm start to recommendation.
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Table 2. Adapting matrix factorization model.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

Coupling matrix factorization with machine learning algorithms
1

[40]

Not stated

Matrix factorization coupled with
regression tree and linear regression
supervised learning models

2

[41]

Movielens

Matrix factorization with Markov chain
(Markov random field prior (mrf-MF))

3

[42]

Social media

Matrix factorization with Markov chain

4

[43]

Music

Merging Markov chain with matrix
factorization model

5

[44]

Siena weibo
(e-commerce)

Cross site (cross domain). Matrix
factorization with modified gradient
boosting trees and recurrent neural
networks

6

[45]

Not stated

Cluster-based matrix factorization model
with K means clustering algorithm for cold
start cross domain recommendation

7

[46]

Videos & DVDs,
Books, and Music

Cross-domain recommendation mechanism
based partial least squares regression
analysis. PLSR coupled with matrix
factorization

8

[47]

Not stated

Cross-domain and cross-system
recommendations coupling deep neural
network with matrix factorization models

Coupling matrix factorization with other approaches
1

[12]

DBpedia

Adapting matrix factorization with open
linked data (MF-LOD)

2

[48]

Not Stated

algorithmic framework based on matrix
factorization

Social media (Twitter)

ISoNTRE—is a framework called intelligent
Social Network Transformer into
Recommendation Engine is combined with
matrix factorization

[50]

Douban movie iMDB
(Movies)

CHRS uses a two-step approach to integrate
the complementary in both the target and
source networks for cold start
recommendation utilizing the rich
information from these two paths

5

[51]

Social media
platforms
(e-commerce)

Cross-domain cold start recommendation
based on mapping user feature based
matrix factorization from social media and
product features from e-commerce website

6

[52]

Yelp; movielens
(Movies)

Developed KAMF that use social links
between users for cold start
recommendation

7

[53].

Movielens (Movies)

Matrix factorization with a content

8

[54]

Tancient Weibo
(Movie)

Neighborhood and matrix factorization
(hybrid—memory based and model based)

9

[55]

Tencent Weibo
(microblogs)

Adapted matrix factorization adapted by
coupling social behavior and social trust
data

3

4

[49]
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Markov’s chain has been used coupled with matrix factorization to infer and accurately predict new users’ preferences. The study of [41] enhanced matrix factorization
prediction capability by integrating an n-dimensional Markov random field prior (mrf-MF)
to cope with three types of cold-start problem: recommending new users to existing items;
recommending new items to existing users; recommend new items to new users. First, a
specific neighbors system for user attributes such as age, occupation of users and genre,
release year of items is defined followed by conditional distribution of latent profiles.
Based on the k-nearest neighbors system, the conditional distribution of latent profiles of
users/items in n-dimensional Markov random field is defined. The proposed model could
not deal with sparse data or warm cold scenario where very sparse training data is available.
Similarly, the study of [43] mitigate the cold start problem for next-song recommendation
by merging Markov chain with matrix factorization model. The approach captures the
content-based transition preference by mining both sequential behavior and content feature
simultaneously. These extracted data is used as the auxiliary information for cold start
recommendation. Due to the difficulty of obtaining the correct side information for cold
start recommendation, recommender systems researchers have used arguably a hybrid of
machine learning approaches by combining unsupervised and semi-supervised machine
learning algorithms in different steps to arrive at accurate recommendation for user cold
start. The study of [42] adopted the FPMC framework which combines matrix factorization and Markov’s chain. The approach involves the use of node2vec semi-supervised
algorithm to pre-train the representation of users. Then inferences of network neighbors
with high similarities are considered as the auxiliary information which are selected and
integrated into the user cold start recommendation. The recommendation of this approach
is relatively weak in dealing with cold start users having fewer social links.
The study of [47] proposed a deep framework for both cross-domain and cross-system
recommendations which is based on coupling deep neural network with matrix factorization models. The process of obtaining and transferring knowledge from the source
domain to the target domain typically in a cross-domain recommendation involves three
processes. First the user and item latent factor matrices is obtained using matrix factorization. The second phase, the benchmark factor matrices are generated by combining
the latent factor matrices according to the sparsity degrees of individual users and items,
then the latent factor matrices are mapped to fit the benchmark factor matrices. Based
on the affine factor matrices learned from the second prediction phase, the users’ ratings
on all items in the target domain or system and recommend which matched items to
target users is predicted. Similarly, The study of [45] used a modified or adapted matrix
factorization-clustering based matrix factorization model to construct a rating matrix that
includes available ratings on both of the domains for a cross domain recommendation,
after which a k-means algorithm is used to categorize users and items after mapping the
matrix into a lower-dimensional latent space. The matrix factorization models generate
user and item latent factors and then employs the deep neural network to map the latent factors across domains or systems for cold start recommendation. [44] used linked
users between two sites (e-commerce sites and social networking sites) who have made
purchases on e-commerce websites and has social networking sites to map and elicit user
preferences for cold start recommendation. The approach involves two distinct processes
(two-step process). The first step involves learning both product and user embeddings
from e-commerce websites data using machine learning algorithms-gradient boosting trees
(supervised) and a recurrent neural network (supervised) for transforming users’ social
networking features into user embeddings. The second phase involve adapting matrix
factorization to a feature-based matrix factorization which these user embeddings for cold
start product recommendation.
Typically, matrix factorization is adapted or coupled with additional algorithm to predict cold start user preferences, however, there are instances in which a particular technique
or algorithm is adapted or extended so as to be able to couple or integrate with matrix
factorization. In this case, matrix factorization is the secondary method or mechanism
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to trigger cold start recommendation. A typical example can be found from the study
of [46] that adapted partial least squares regression (PLSR) machine learning technique
to enable coupling with matrix factorization for cross domain cold start recommendation.
Although, PLSR can be applied to matrices without missing values, the rational of adapting
PLSR with matrix factorization is to train the data that reflect user preferences based on
records. As such, the two proposed recommendation models from the study-PLSR-Latent
and PLSR-CrossRec were able to purely use source-domain ratings in predicting pure cold
start users’ ratings for users that have never rated any item in the target domains. The
basic challenge associated with PLSR-based methods is that it first needs to complete the
rating matrices before the recommendation process commences, and as such, may not lead
to satisfying performance.
b.

Coupling Matrix factorization with non-machine learning algorithms:

Basically, researchers leverage the handiness and utility of matrix factorization coupled
with machine learning algorithm or other strategies or techniques such as cross domain
recommendation for tackling cold start issues in various domains for user cold start recommendation. From Table 2, it can be seen that researchers have used matrix factorization
heterogeneously and diversely coupled with diverse set of algorithms or modified in
various ways to cope and suit their cold start recommendation pursuits. The study of [49]
proposed a framework called iSoNTRE (the intelligent Social Network Transformer into
Recommendation Engine) and combines the framework together with matrix factorization
to offer cold start recommendation by using users’ information on online social networks.
The framework begins by transforming data on social network into useful information,
and then the recommendation core—matrix factorization uses this information as auxiliary
information to offer recommendation to cold start users. The approach sounds promising
in mitigating both cold start users and item problems. However, the data evaluation is shallow using relatively undersized social network data. In addition, the data was only tested
on a single social network stream (Twitter). [48] introduced a novel matrix factorization
model in which the cold start users and items form the rating matrix, then are excluded
and recover the obtained sub-matrix in a perfect way. Then, the recovered sub-matrix along
with available similarity side information about users and items are utilized to transduct
the knowledge to cold-start users/items for user cold start recommendation. Transduction
is a word commonly used in biological sciences to explain the transfer of a genetic material
within similar organisms but via a different type of specie. One of the main problems
of this approach is that users can only be offered effective recommendation only when
there is sufficient side or complementary information. Its optimization is only in pure
cold start situation. The study of [53] presents a novel method for learning latent factor
representation for videos based on modelling the emotional connection between user and
videos. Emotion modelling deals with estimating the likelihood of emotional response
that an item would generate by its users. This estimated response data is the auxiliary
information used for cold start user representation. The approach ensures cold start video
recommendation with no user prior collaborative information. On the other hand, the
visualCLiMF is not particularly effective in a pure cold start situation for recommendation
to users. The study of [54] incorporates content-based information and social information
to collaborative filtering to build model (i.e., combination of memory based and model
based approaches) to build content association between items in selected tag-keywords
and tags using user item ratings. The information generated from relational user interest
by tag keyword relation matrix is considered as the auxiliary information for cold start
user recommendation.
The study of [52] used a two-step approach. The first step involves integrating items
attribute information into an improved and revised matrix factorization called kernelbased attribute-aware matrix factorization model KAMF. KAMF typically exploits the
rich attributes of items and users using nonlinear interactions among attributes. This rich
attributes of items and users is the auxiliary information but, in this case, it only provides
the baseline for the recommendation process for the second step. The second step involves
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evaluating the model parameters of KAMF using an extension of KAMF incremental
algorithm to which is further adapted for addressing the user cold-start problem using
social links data between users. Although KAMF can deal with cold-start problem by
nature, however KAMF’s main weakness is that it focuses on predicting item rating first,
then using those rating to recommend cold start users to these items. The study of [55]
used social trust and social behavior data in microblogs to adapt matrix factorization
using an algorithm called trust and behavior-based singular value decomposition (TBSVD)
for eliciting user preferences. First, implicit trust is calculated based on user interaction
behavior including comment, mention and retweet, while explicit trust is based on the
direct connections between users. This implicit and explicit trust information are used
as auxiliary information needed for cold start recommendation. Then, an extended trust
matrix is constructed combining both implicit trust and explicit trust which is then used to
build the model using matrix factorization technique. The technique was only evaluated in
microblogs.
Leveraging linked open data has been a common approach for building recommendation capabilities in recommender systems due to the recent advancement in semantic
web technology which has enabled data to be represented strategically for improving
recommender systems. This advancement enables systems to significantly and better
understand user and item preferences and features based on their contexts and domains.
The increase in publication of linked open data has enabled to link user and item entities
from varying knowledge sources by connecting different homogenous data or information
in a single global data space. Over the years, linked open data has been used for both
cold start [56] and non-cold start [57,58] recommendation. The study of [12] from Table
2 leverage implicit feedback data and linked open data based on similarity measure for
user cold start recommendation. Matrix factorization is coupled with linked open data
(MF-LOD) considered as the auxiliary information to enhance the matrix factorization
model called singular value decomposition (SVD++) for cold start recommendation.
The study of [51] proposed microblogging reviews based on cross lingual sentimental
classification model for mitigating cross-site cold start product recommendation. An
adapted matrix factorization called feature-based matrix factorization method is used in
the mapping of user features from social media and product features from e-commerce
website. Then sentimental analysis is applied on two languages reviews (English-Hindi) as
well as the extracted texts from audio-video reviews. One of the main drawbacks of the
study is that the approach is not fully evaluated. More experiments needed to validate
the approach.
However, researchers have also provided cross recommendations from within the
same domain, in which two different social network-source and target networks are
mapped to offer recommendations. The study of [50] adopts a across heterogeneous
network approach (CHRS) which uses a two-step approach to integrate the auxiliary
information in both of the source and target networks from within the same network for
user cold start recommendation. The approach utilizes matrix factorization to incorporate
item similarity information in the source network. This approach is somewhat similar to
cross domain approaches, but happens within the same network. The approach leverages
the rich information from meta-paths for calculating the movie similarities from multiple
types of relation information. Using a unidirectional way, the movie similarities from these
rich meta-paths is the auxiliary information. However, the study of [59] is similar to [50] in
the sense that [59] employs the use of inter domain cross recommendation within the same
music domain recommendation.
In addition, we have also identified a number of studies that adapted matrix factorization model for cross domain item recommendation such as the study of [38] that
leverage the use of matrix factorization models for cross-domain collaborative filtering
in bridging between items liked by users in different domains. The study developed a
hybrid factorization matrix factorization model that jointly exploit user preferences and
item metadata for cross-domain recommendation.
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In summary, researchers have adapted and leverage matrix factorization to mitigate
cold start recommendation through adapting and coupling with various machine learning
and techniques. Although, the study of [60] used a collective matrix factorization method
using tag information to solve the sparsity problem. Results shows that the approach
generates more precise prediction than general collaborative filtering suffering from the
cold start problem. However, it is primarily focused on sparse data and not pure cold start
user recommendation.
3.2. Adapting Memory Based Approaches
Memory-based algorithms also referred to as neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering algorithms were among the oldest approaches developed for collaborative filtering [61].
The neighbourhood-based approaches are generally based on the k-nearest neighbour rule
(KNN), and provide recommendations by aggregating the opinions of a user’s k-nearest
neighbours [62]. Two stages are involved in neighbourhood-based methods: the neighbour
selection and the rating prediction. In cold start scenario, researchers have modified and
adapted k-nearest neighbour by coupling them with various algorithms to obtain auxiliary
information needed for cold start recommendation. Similarly, researchers have leveraged
the use of tags to establish neighbourhood link for cold start recommendation.
a.

Tags-based elicitation approach:

Tags are usually associated with supplementing and offering valuable information that
are used in recommendation. This is tags summarize item properties as well as describing
user preferences through tagging behaviors.
From Table 3, researchers have leveraged the use of tags in recommender systems in
identifying neighborhoods of a cold start user. Tags carry vital information and defines
the behavior or preferences of the tag recommendation or user. Although the use of tags
has been popular in recommender systems, tags have also been used in eliciting implicit
information for user cold start recommendation.
Table 3. Adapting memory-based approaches.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and Domain

Summary of Approaches

1

[63]

Facebook (movies)

Proposed a similarity metric for grouping users of the same interest for
improving cold start movie recommendation through the use of KNN and K
Means algorithms

2

[64]

Movielens, Elo7 (Movies)

Tag recommendation methods in a cold start scenario through syntactic and
neighbourhood-based attributes.

3

[65]

Youtube (videos)

Video recommendation based on visual tags; visual description of the videos
is used for the automatic annotation of the tags using K-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm.

4

[66]

Mobile app

Predicting the next app to be used which involve a technique based on a set
of features representing the real-time spatiotemporal contexts sensed by the
home screen app for user cold start

5

[67]

Mobile app

Provides cross domain cold start recommendation for mobile apps from a
mobile application domain to a news domain.

6

[68]

Mobile app

A modified incremental k-nearest neighbors (IkNN) and K-clustering
algorithm for predicting next app for cold start

7

[69]

Mobile app

Location features and user interests are transferred from app usage data for
cold-start location recommendation,

For example, the study of [64] proposed a syntactic and neighborhood-based attributes
by using syntactic patterns of the text associated with web objects which can be exploited to
identify and recommend tags to new users in a cold start scenario. However, this approach
was not tested in pure cold start recommendation. Similarly, the study of [65] used k-
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nearest neighbor algorithm for cold start recommendation. The process involves eliciting
implicit data with the help of tags for user cold start recommendation using visual tags
that are automatically annotated to videos based on visual description of the videos. Such
features are used as the auxiliary information, automatically extracted and added to the
video items cold start recommendation. Research in recommender system has shown the
reliability and effectiveness of building models capable of learning the correlation between
video tags and visual features. This approach could be used in a pure cold start item-a
new video item with no tag information, then personalized user recommendation for users
is generated by exploiting the visual tags. Thus, this promising technique is capable of
generating suitable recommendation in both warm and pure cold start recommendation.
This has been a promising approach for mitigating cold start in video. Although, this
technique was only tested in video recommendation, it would be interesting to explore
testing this approach in other similar domains such as music. The study of [63] used
k-nearest neighbor to establish a similarity metric for organizing users in the same interest
group for movie recommendation. This has been a recurring technique or strategy across
cold start recommendation in which users are grouped based on their similar characteristics
such that a cold start user is affiliated to a subgroup and offered recommendation based on
the features of the sub-group. The data or information from a subgroup is used as auxiliary
information for offering recommendation to the cold start user.
b.

Cold start recommendation in mobile environment:

Over the years, there has been a steady increase of research activities in mobile environment. Although, recommendation in mobile environment have largely been researched
and recommendations are proposed by the use of contexts information (see [70–75]), mobile devices and their associated apps require contextual user information to suggest the
correct apps based on their location and contexts. Cold start recommendation in mobile
environment can arguably be associated with various and diverse set of possibilities for
exploiting and obtaining auxiliary information. Due to users’ constant dynamics of changing personal, social and location context these instances could be leveraged to determine a
more accurate and personalized recommendation to a user bases on users’ location, activity,
past records in a location, or even emotional state. For instance, a recent study of [76]
integrates cloud computing and mobile technology for providing smart market recommendations for context-aware mobile recommendations. This is usually done by cross platform
recommendation or culling information from other social network platforms, especially
Twitter. Our study has shown that the use of cross domain data transfer and the use of
app data for cross platform mobile apps recommendations have been a rich approach for
tacking cold start recommendation in mobile environments. From Table 3, it is obvious
that research has also employed other techniques of accessing side information to provide
cold start users with relevant apps such as the use of privacy data or preferences. There
are two types of user cold starts in mobile app which are app cold start that happens as
soon as a cold start user install a new app on a mobile device, while the other is user cold
start happens when a user installs and opens a cold start (new) on the screen. User cold
start is critical because if it is not addressed, it leads to the risk of app abandonment which
necessitates offering personalized recommendation from users’ interactions with the home
screen apps.
The advancement of technology and mobile technological devices have made it possible for recommendations to be done based on geographical location, context on mobile
devices and mobile applications. Recommending a particular app on mobile devices is
becoming increasingly challenging due to the increasing number of apps installed. Consequently, it is important to be able to quickly and accurately predict the next app to be used.
Users arguably have difficulty in identifying apps that are relevant to their interests due to
the large number of mobile applications (apps) readily at their disposal. Recommender
systems that use previous ratings can address such problem (i.e., collaborative filtering)
once apps have sufficient ratings from past users. However, newly apps that are added
to repositories or newly released apps face the problem of cold start, due to collaborative
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filtering not having any user ratings on those apps to infer recommendations. Research
on app usage data has been relatively few which throws the doubt on its accessibility and
seems to limit the utility. However, it is encouraging that the situation is now changing.
Although, there have been huge progress in research about app recommendation in
mobile environment focusing on different dimensions and aspects of users’ mobile application. For example, the study of [77] that leverage the unique properties in the app domain
and explored the effectiveness of using version features in app recommendation. Another
example is the study of [78] that users’ privacy preferences and interest-functionality interactions to perform personalized app recommendations. The study of [79] that leverage
users’ and apps’ data on multiple platforms to enhance the recommendation accuracy,
which address the problem of cross-platform app recommendation. [80] that used social network information from Twitter by culling user preferences from social network planforms
(Twitter). Very few studies have actually focused on users’ cold start app recommendation
in mobile environment. The few studies that precisely focused on user cold start app recommendation use the neighborhood approach by typically adapting the k-nearest neighbors
approach. From Table 3, the study of [68] proposed an approach for predicting the next
app that a new user is going to use by using incremental k-nearest neighbor algorithm
(an adapted K nearest neighbor) together with a traditional collaborative filtering to form
a recommender system called Predictor. Predictor is an efficient dynamic collaborative
filtering fusion algorithm that provides app cold start prediction. First, a prediction model
is formed and trained as a basic k-nearest neighbor model to elicit the implicit data for next
app recommendation for cold start user.
Secondly, the study of [67] proposed a solution called neighborhood-based transfer
learning for cross domain cold start recommendation for mobile apps from a mobile
application domain to a news domain. Cross domain typically uses rich information from
a side domain to mitigate cold start. This recommendation is built on the notion of users
with similar app-installation behaviors are likely to have similar tastes in news articles,
and then transfer the knowledge of neighborhood of the cold start users from a mobile
app domain to a news app domain. As such, this information is used as the auxiliary
information for cold start app recommendation. Although this approach suffers from
an issue in the sense that cross domain recommendation is not sufficient to provide cold
pure start recommendation. Data from the app domain to the news domain is not fully
sufficient for pure cold start recommendation. Thirdly, the study of [69] proposed a transfer
learning based generative model for personalized location recommendation problem,
which transfers user interest and location features (as complementary information) from
app usage data to help cold-start location recommendation. This technique is a typical
cross domain recommendation approach. Results of the study shows the significance of
using app usage information for location-based recommendation, and as such mitigate
user cold start recommendation. The study of [66] proposed an approach for predicting
the next app that a new user is going to use. The technique adopted is based on a set of
features representing the real-time spatiotemporal contexts sensed by the home screen app
for cold start. The next app prediction uses the spatiotemporal contexts of real date and
time information by the home screen apps as the auxiliary information for next app cold
start recommendation. One of the main weaknesses of this study lies in improving the app
usage prediction accuracy because prediction accuracy to decline over time, this is because
some algorithms such as k-nearest neighbors does not consider the increasing amount
of training data available over time. The other is that the remodeling time is increased
because some algorithms consider the aggregation of training data over time, and they
rebuild their recommendation models using all historical data once the amount of new
data has reached a certain limit.
3.3. Building Social Network Profile for Cold Start Users
Users’ relationships in social networks have been exploited to attain auxiliary information for recommendation process. Studies such as [81,82] have leveraged social
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network and rating preferences for deriving and eliciting the social relations auxiliary
information. However, it is often challenging to accurately exploit the social relations and
correctly determine the user preference from both social and rating information for cold
start recommendation.
For a given user, “connected users” are all those users with whom a user is connected
to or shares a social relation to, while “similar users” are those users who have similar
preferences with a particular user. Although, all connected users may not be similar users.
In fact, research has shown that the intersection between similar users and connected users
is less than 10% [83]. In addition, not all similar users are connected [84]. For collaborative
filtering and latent factor model based, there are different ways to utilize social data. Some
solutions factorize both the social matrix and the ratings matrix to obtain user’s features,
while some of them build a rough user profile through analyzing similar implicit users
profile data [83]. Researchers have also obtained users missing ratings by aggregating
ratings of their similar users [83], thus, these aggregated ratings or inferences of similar
users are used as the auxiliary information for cold start recommendation.
Although social recommender systems are well suited for the new user cold start
problem, there are some noticeable challenges such as a user having large number of social
relations which poses challenge in providing cold start recommendation. Secondly, casual
relationships for example introduce noise which leads to misleading relations. Furthermore,
very few social relations do not also help in providing such cold start recommendation
and may cause failure in recommendation. A typical example is the study of that [85] from
Table 4 in which social ties of users with their friends are classified. This was done by
calculating the affinity strength between users and friends through adapting the coefficient
of Jaccard in the social network topology. These data obtained is used as the auxiliary
information to offer recommendation of interest to cold start users. One of the main issues
with the approach weak personalization, since some users prefer items consumed by weak
ties over those by strong ties, other users may prefer in the opposite or different way. A
recent study of [86] used social media data to create user profile behavior classification,
then used random forest and classification tree algorithm machine learning algorithms
to provide recommendation. Although, the study is weak in establishment of relation
between user profile and item features.
Table 4. Building social network profile for cold start user.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

1

[27]

Opinions

Collaborative filtering merged with
k-nearest neighbors

[85]

DBLP, Ciao, Douban,
Opinions (Movies,
books, music)

The coefficient of Jaccard is adapted as an
intrinsic feature of the social network. A
customized ranking model of items are
formed for generating recommendation to
cold start user

Twitter

Leveraging the use of social media (Twitter)
data to create a behavioral profile and
classify users based on their behavior.
Decision tree classifier and random forest
machine learning techniques

Social networks

Geographical distance and social network
correlation are leveraged on location based
social network LBSNs for building cold start
user profile

2

3

4

[86]

[87]
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Table 4. Cont.
S/N

5

6

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

Facebook (music,
books)

Proposed three approaches to mitigating,
which are: personality-based active
learning, personality-based matrix
factorization and personality-based
cross-domain recommendation

Not stated

Social network data is used with
collaborative filtering to exploit community
preferences to address cold start
recommendation

[88]

[89]

The use of implicit social network information has been the most prominent type of
implicit data used in matrix factorization-based approaches and has been the dominant
and one of the most common approaches adopted by researchers in providing recommendation to new users of a system. Another promising approach used by researchers for
providing recommendations to cold start users involve building social network profile
for cold start recommendation using social network information. Since there are various
types of information available in social networks, this information can be used in different
sort of ways to use them especially in tracing users unstated information or preferences.
Therefore, leveraging social networks information for alleviating cold start recommendation have proven to be an effective approach due to user’s social profile containing
various information such as opinions, friends, likes and dislikes background information
or demographics, etc.
Information and activities that users share on social networks can help define their
preferences. Such information includes, for example, friends, favorite sport, favorite movie,
educational background, etc., which can be used to directly or indirectly to understand
users’ preferences as such can be used as auxiliary information cold start recommendation.
In a direct way, the system could understand the users’ preferred items and therefore
recommend similar items. Several studies have shown the richness of leveraging these
indirect user data which can help draw reliable and correct inferences about user and
consequently understanding users personality (see [88,90]). Although one of the major
downsides of some of these studies such as [88] in Table 4 is that the data used are offline
data from a social media platform such as Facebook. It is not the true representation of
cold users, which makes it difficult for the system to infer the users’ true preferences (see
Table 4). The main strengths of this approach is that learned user profile is generic as such,
can be used for recommendations across multiple domains [88,90]. On the other hand, the
data are unary (like, dislike) which is a key drawback of the approach. [87] leverage the
use of geographical distance and social network correlation is leveraged on LBSNs for user
cold start recommendation The approach use social network information on location based
social network as auxiliary information for cold start recommendation. This was achieved
by forming a geo-social correlation model to extract the social network information of users
based on various correlation strength in different geo-social circles. This information is
used in building social network user profile based on a cold start user geographical location
and context.
Forming Users Social Circle
Eliciting auxiliary information has always been challenging. Researchers have explored various ways to understand a user for offering suitable and preferred recommendation. Friendship plays an important role in recommendation because users’ preferences
are normally influenced by their circle of friends. Groups of friends or connected friends
tend to have similar preferences and therefore neighborhood could easily be formed for a
user using social relations such as trust relations, follow relations and group membership.
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While traditional recommender system only utilizes the ratings matrix, social recommender
system uses the knowledge of a user’s social relations together with the user preference
information by using a social relations matrix that captures the relationships between different users [83] to offer personalized cold start recommendation. A user’s social relations
information together with the ratings information by using a social relation is the key
auxiliary information required for cold start recommendation.
Techniques typically used by traditional recommender systems such as collaborative
filtering and neighborhood based are deficient in forming effective neighborhoods coverage
of a cold start user due to the lack of prior ratings. Moreover, traditional recommender
systems offer recommendations that are limited to those which are discovered by the
neighbors, one of the advantages of user social circle formation is that relationships between
user circles in different neighborhoods could be exploited and leveraged in improving
the accuracy and richer information for cold start user so that the limitation of using only
traditional filtering strategies are overcome [84].
From Table 4, the study of [89] used social network data with collaborative filtering to
exploit community preferences derived from social network containing all users, which
helps to establish a tentative users social circle and consequently address cold start recommendation. In addition, personalized recommendations are offered to active users based on
the predicted ratings. Using the Katz similarity which is a collaborative filtering approach
for measuring regular equivalence in social networks for selecting k-nearest neighbors of
cold start users, the study of [27] was able to elicit and use the implicit trust relationships
data based on the social connections between users as the implicit auxiliary data for cold
start recommendation. One limitation of the study was that the evaluation is only done
using recommender accuracy, optimizing of non-accuracy measures has been closely tied
to user satisfaction.
3.4. Others
This section explains other unfamiliar approaches and techniques used by researchers
to offer or provide recommendation for cold start users. From Table 5, we have found
different sorts of studies that employ varying approaches for mitigating user cold start
recommendation. One of the eye-catching studies is the study of [91] that proposed
a hybrid model by combining the strength of item response theory (IRT) models with
machine learning (classification and regression trees) for predicting students skills or
ability to address the cold start problem for learners in their learning systems in online
learning environments. The study demonstrates the application of machine learning in
combination with item response theory to alleviate the effect of cold start in adaptive
learning environments. Although fully implicit data are not used (partial implicit data),
we intend to articulate and highlight this study due to lack of cold start recommendation
approaches in learning and educational environments.
Table 5. Others.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

1

[30]

Tancient weibo
(video)

Social-group-based algorithm for video
recommendation

2

[59]

Music

Inter domain cross recommendation of
using representation of music taste and past
music listening for user cold start
recommendation

3

[91]

ERS

Cold start recommendation in online
learning adaptive systems using machine
learning (classification and regression trees)
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Table 5. Cont.
S/N

Articles

Platform, Data and
Domain

Summary of Approaches

4

[92]

(Movies (yahoo
movies))

Probabilistic approach incorporating deep
neural network (DNN)

5

[93]

Not stated

Probabilistic approach

6

[94]

Facebook (CARS).
Location based)

Rule mining and community-based
knowledge for user context-aware
recommender systems

7

[95]

Twitter

Conversational recommender system
(critique-based recommendation)

8

[96]

Movielens (Movies)

hybrid model with machine learning
algorithms to provide recommendation for
crowd workers

9

[97]

Movie

Movie videos representation using gradient
boosting tree

Another interesting approach involves the use of probabilistic approach (see [92,93])
coupled with deep learning approach-neural network. A probabilistic model based on
uncertainty rules to allow new users to informally infer their own recommendations. Such
uncertain rules involve for example “if a user likes item A, this user will probably like
item B”. As such, cold start users are offered recommendation using inferred probabilistic
information as the auxiliary information. One of the typical shortcomings with probabilistic
recommendation is that the models built are not as accurate as the successful matrix
factorization models when dealing with ordinary registered users, and as such, their cold
start recommendation are not deemed accurate and reliable especially in pure cold start
cases. A similar approach from the study of [94] alleviates cold start recommendation by
hybridizing rule mining and community-based knowledge. For rule mining, association
rules are frequently used in providing useful recommendations.
In this study, the top rules are ranked based on the highest score using the Apriori algorithm and FP Growth for cold start user recommendation. As such, the topmost popular
rules are the auxiliary information used for cold start recommendation. It is clear that the
recommendation does not involve integrating or the use of the total or complete implicit
auxiliary information elicited, researchers usually rank the auxiliary data in accordance
with their reliability in providing the accurate or ‘closer to the truth’ recommendation to
cold start user. This is true from the study of [30] in Table 5 that used a social group-based
algorithm for video recommendation based on social group information. Candidate videos
from a single group and multiple groups which at a user is affiliated to could be ranked
by the method. Thus, the social group information is used as an auxiliary information for
recommending videos to new users. This was achieved through the use of video-ranking
algorithms to rank the videos within a group and outside a group which a cold start user
is affiliated to. Thus, the ranking information is used as the auxiliary information for
cold start recommendations. The top-ranking data elicited are strongly considered and
included in the recommendation process while the bottom or low-ranking data are usually
ignored to avoid risk of flop or unreliable recommendations. Another interesting approach
for tackling cold start user recommendation is the study of [95] presented an interesting
conversational recommender system study that offers recommendation to users based
on conversation (critique-based recommendation) to tackle cold start. The recommendation approach entails the rich and informative conversation nature between friends on
social network based on critique. Ease of feedback and information content are the two
spectrum ends.
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3.5. Pictorial Summary of Findings
Figures 2–4 depicts the summary of the main findings of this study on how the
auxiliary side information in elicited.

Figure 2. Adapting traditional filtering and matrix factorization algorithms typically with machine learning algorithms to
build learning prediction models.

Figure 3. Understanding of similar or connected user profiles used as auxiliary information for building cold start user
profile to enable similar recommendation.
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Figure 4. Similar users are clustered into sub-groups so that a cold start user could be allocated and inferred to a sub-group
having similar profiles for recommendations.

4. Discussion
This study presents a survey explaining existing approaches and techniques used in
mitigating a cold start user recommendation using implicit data depicted in the taxonomy
(Figure 5). The use of implicit data or indirect method of understanding a new user
in order to offer suitable and correct recommendations have always been the best and
swiftest approach as opposed to eliciting user preferences explicitly. Furthermore, this
study goes on to explain how researchers use these approaches to arrive at and elicit the
auxiliary information necessary for cold start user recommendation. The implicit auxiliary
information elicited for a cold start user recommendation include behavioral aspects of
users such as the studies that used emotions, conversation (critique based) feedback; other
user information includes social ties, likes, user reviews, ontology, user demographics,
contextual data, tag information, DBpedia data, etc., in order to understand the users’
preferences through the users’ behavior, context and thereby offer users relevant and
accurate recommendation.
As cold start recommendation has been notoriously challenging, since the system is
deprived of the knowledge or preferences of a new user, researchers have used various
clever techniques to attain additional information about the new user implicitly. These
approaches involve improving filtering strategies such as collaborative filtering or matrix
factorization; or collaborative filtering and matrix factorization coupled with machine
learning algorithms (supervised, unsupervised) to form models for training and eventually attaining and eliciting the additional necessary information. Our study has shown
various supervised, unsupervised and semi supervised machine learning algorithms coupled with collaborative filtering or matrix factorization used to form models to cold start
recommendation.
Our study has shown and identified several challenges associated with eliciting auxiliary information for a cold start recommendation. One of the most noticeable challenges
from the results is that deriving the auxiliary side information usually involves two distinct
processes. This has been a common theme in adapting collaborative filtering and matrix
factorization with machine learning algorithms, because eliciting auxiliary information
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involves forming and training the models to obtain the auxiliary information, then incorporating the obtained information into recommendation processes. Leveraging cross domain
auxiliary information has always proven to be an effective approach in obtaining accurate
and spot-on auxiliary information, however, the knowledge transfer process comes at a
cost, such that the auxiliary information from a target domain must be interpreted and
carefully linked to align with the source domain recommendation practice. In addition,
eliciting auxiliary information from a target domain becomes more challenging when there
is discrepancy or too much data or noise in one of the sources or target domains that
requires extra effort to transfer the correct cold start user preferences to the source domain.

Figure 5. A taxonomy of the approaches for deriving and eliciting cold start user implicit data.

However, some recommendation processes do not specifically involve two distinct
processes of eliciting the auxiliary information and then incorporating it into the recommendation process but rather involve the process of converting a cold start recommendation
process to a warm start. With this process, few sparse user inferences are obtained, but
they are insufficient in making a recommendation; then the second step involves obtaining
additional auxiliary information to converting the warm start to generate sufficient information for recommendation. Thus, a cold start recommendation could involve significantly
additional amount of time and effort needed compared to a non cold start recommendation.
This study has explained an interesting theme in which most memory-based approaches involve the use of k-nearest neighbor algorithms, for cold start. This involves
adapting or modifying these approaches to elicit auxiliary information through tags. This
study has found that a cold start recommendation in mobile applications usually involves
the use of neighborhood-based approaches. This study has also shown that the use of
cross domain data transfers and the use of app data for cross platform mobile apps recommendations have been promising for tackling cold start recommendation in mobile
environments. One of the shortcomings and areas of future research in mobile environments is location-based cold start app recommendation because relatively few studies have
explicitly focused on location based cold start app recommendation. Furthermore, research
is warranted on leveraging contextual information for next app recommendation in mobile
app recommendation.
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Our study has shown how social network data and platforms are leveraged in eliciting
auxiliary information for cold start users. Some approaches do not literally extract these
data explicitly and integrate them into the recommendation process, but rather the information or data from similar users or connected users are studied or considered in forming
social network profile for a new user so that a new user could be offered recommendations
based on the nature of his/her profile. In this case, auxiliary information does not involve
explicitly extracting the auxiliary data/information from the social network, but social
network profiles are used as inspirations and references to build cold start user profiles
based on similar or connected users as depicted in Figure 2. Arguably, the social network
profiles being considered and recognized for the cold start recommendation are the implicit
auxiliary information.
One of the noticeable findings of this study is that researchers commonly perform a
selection or sieving process such as ranking the information or inferences based on certain
rules. This is because auxiliary information is arguably not fully reliable and accurate as the
information are merely predictions and data from indirect sources. Hence, the information
is usually deduced and interpreted by using various techniques; therefore, researchers
select and sort these data according to their reliability.
The adoption of deep learning approaches has skyrocketed in the past two decades
from various research disciplines [98,99]. The sheer benefits of using deep learning approaches in recommender system has been impressive. This is because deep learning is
capable of capturing the non-trivial and non-linear relationships between users and items
effectively. Deep learning allows the codification of more complex abstractions as data
representations in the higher layers [17], it also handles the complex and sophisticated relationships within data from varied data sources such as with textual, contextual and visual
embeddings [17]. Despite all the revolutionary advantages of deep learning in modern
computation and in particular recommender systems, relatively few studies have used
deep learning approaches for cold start recommendation [47,92]. It would be interesting to
explore deep learning-based models capability of embedding the auxiliary information into
a deep feature which would possibly lead to better performance than matrix factorization
or traditional filtering strategies. Therefore, further research is warranted in the use of deep
learning approaches for cold start recommendations.
Figure 5 below depicts the various approaches adopted in eliciting auxiliary information for cold start user recommendation.
Despite the growth in research activities and the need to provide recommendations to
users based on the context in which several review and empirical studies have shown its
benefits and accuracy in providing better recommendation to users (see [18,100–103]), we
have only found a few studies that offer cold start context-aware recommendations. These
are mostly through mobile apps. Our study has clearly shown the need of using possibly the
existing and common approaches of matrix factorization based cold start recommendation
or neighborhood recommendation to look into offering better recommendation based on
users’ contexts in cold start situations. Arguably, implicit auxiliary information can be
obtained and elicited contextually to offer rich auxiliary information needed for a cold start
recommendation in mobile applications. One of the possible reasons why researchers have
not focused on context-aware cold start recommendations might be due to the difficulty
and challenges associated with identifying the precise and accurate context of cold start
users, so as to utilize the accurate auxiliary information, plus merging or coupling the
traditional collaborative filtering or its derivatives-matrix factorization models with this
contextual information for context-based cold start recommendations.
Another important finding of this study is the use of tag-based recommendations.
Although tags are usually associated with certain problems and drawbacks, such as personalization, trust, task categorization (identifying characteristics of tags, its meaning, its
origin, etc.) (see [104]), many researchers have leveraged the use of tag information on
recommender systems to improve the performance of traditional recommendation techniques for mitigating cold start recommendation. Because tags carry user information and
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preferences, the use of tags improve the quality and prediction accuracy of a recommender
system. Relevant recommendations are provided through the use of tag information with
suggesting the tags that are related to the content of a target object [105,106]. Consequently,
once a user or new user’s tags or item’s keywords are known, it becomes easier to suggest
relevant or preferred items to that user using the known tag–keyword relations [107].
Commonly, researchers use matrix factorization matrices using tags to offer cold start
recommendation. With tag information, a user-tag matrix that represents users’ preferences
about tags and convert sparse user-item matrix into dense user-item matrix is constructed.
Results shows that the approach generates more precise prediction than general collaborative filtering suffering from the cold start problem. Our results show that the use of
tag information have been valuable in providing recommendation to new users. further
research is warranted on using tags for user cold start recommendation from domains
other than entertainment (music and video) and e-commerce.
Another interesting finding of our study involves educational recommender systems
(ERS). Over the years, educational and blended learning institutions have intended to improve their learning systems and the whole online environments or components in which
students use technologies for their learning process by designing and customizing the
learning systems to offer the suitable recommendations to their students. Educational recommender system has received relatively less attention compared to other research domain
such as entertainment (music, movies) or e commerce. Recommending learning materials
to students have shown to positively impact students learning outcomes (see [108–112]).
The recent study of [113] that recommend learning contents to be adjusted has shown that
the future of e-learning heavily relies or is associated with recommender systems in which
learning systems would be designed to recommend or provide learners with personalized
learning materials based on their contexts, skill, and various other information that defines
or identifies a learner. However, our study has found only a single study that proposed an
approach for cold start recommendation in educational settings (see [91]). It is alarming
to see that new students (cold start students) in various educational institutions are not
offered the preferred learning materials based on their preferences. Arguably, educational
recommender systems can leverage the sheer amount of students’ side information ranging from students’ enrolment data, background information, educational history, etc., as
auxiliary information for building cold start recommender system to support and ease
new students into their studying. Similar approach of using implicit background data for
students personalization of students learning materials (see [114]) and scaffolding students
peer learning (see [115,116]) have recently been used in various educational settings to
support students learning. This way, students’ explicit information is indirectly used as an
implicit auxiliary information for cold start recommendation. As such, research is strongly
warranted to offer recommendation of learning materials as well as peers to support them
in their studying.
Regardless of the learning environment in which learners learn, self-regulated learning
have been one of the most talked about competences that today’s learners must possess in
order to flourish [117]. ERS could be used to motivate learners to study continuously in
order to obtain better academic results, as well as motivating new students to kick off a good
start and to encourage working continuously. It would be interesting to further investigate
the correlation between ERS for cold start recommendation with self-regulated learning. In
addition, research is warranted not only in ERS but also in scholarly aware recommender
system as several influential studies over the years have shown the significance and sheer
benefits of recommending scholarly materials to students (see [102,118,119]).
Lastly, emoji recommendation has been one of the recent attractive research dimensions [120] in text classification and recommender systems. Future research should explore
the possibility of leveraging emojis for cold start recommendations with consideration for
personal, point of interest (see [121]) and/or contextual data.
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5. Conclusions
Cold start has been one of the most challenging and difficult issues to address in
recommender systems domains. This study explains the various strategies and techniques
employed by researchers in tackling cold start user recommendations from various application domains. This study has looked at and discussed an entirely new dimension in
recommender systems. We learned about the difficulties associated with obtaining the
correct and reliable auxiliary information in order to recommend preferred items to a cold
start user. We believe this study to be the first to explain the processes of identifying,
arriving at and extracting the implicit auxiliary information necessary for cold star user
recommendations.
Our study has identified and described the various ways that researchers form models,
the steps they take for these approaches and the categorization of the various approaches
to related themes. We have learned that researchers and recommender system practitioners
usually couple traditional filtering matrix or matrix factorization with machine learning
algorithms to train data and obtain auxiliary information for cold start users. We have
also learned that researchers have used several other algorithms to adapt the popular
collaborative filtering, as well as matrix factorization to elicit auxiliary information for cold
start recommendation. We learned that cold start recommendation in mobile apps is usually
carried out using neighborhood approaches through cross domain recommendations. We
have learned that recommendation in mobile app environments and mobile devices is
usually associated with contextual or location-based recommendations, and usually involve
k-nearest neighbor approach. We have learned that most of the cold start recommendation
approaches are carried out in the entertainment and e-commerce research domain (movies
and music) and has been less researched in the educational domain. This study has exposed
and explained the challenges associated with eliciting auxiliary side information for cold
start recommendation, so that researchers and recommender system practitioners could
further understand the technicality of a recommendation to a new user. Hopefully, this
study will enlighten and add massive knowledge to recommender system researchers and
practitioners on a more in-depth dimension or aspect of cold start recommendations, and
more importantly encourage research activities concerning cold start recommendations,
which have been one of the inherent challenges that recommender systems face.
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